
London Labour Regional Executive Committee  

Nominate Rheian Davies for CLP Rep. Division 1.  

Membership no: L1443442 
 

I have been representing division 1 for the last 

two years. I re-joined the Labour Party in 2015 

and am a UNITE member.  I have lived in Ealing 

for the last 25 years and am committed to the 

difference that labour governments and councils 

can make to the lives of ordinary people.  

I grew up in the South Wales valleys and learnt 

about the class struggle through the miners strike 

and my family’s role in trade unionism and the 

community. Unsurprisingly, I turned out to be a 

red-blooded socialist leading by first strike whilst 

still in school.  I previously sat on the Welsh 

Labour executive as a young woman, and also on UNISON exec in the North-West.  

I started my working life in shops & factories but then trained as a psychiatric nurse & found 

my life’s passion in helping improve the lives of people with mental health problems. After 

15 years of being an NHS nurse I was lucky enough to retrain as a solicitor, specialising in 

mental health and employment law as a legal aid lawyer for 13 years. I also undertook  

environmental cases to protect our green spaces and rivers. I now head up the legal team in 

a mental health charity, which affords great opportunity to challenge discrimination and 

inequality.  

However, I am in politics to seek fundamental changes to economic and social justice for 

everyone through socialist policies. Over the last two years I have supported members all 

over London with meetings and disputes. Our members are volunteers and deserve time 

and respect.   I have spoken up against misogyny in our party and always put fairness in 

proceedings the democratic rights of members first.  

This year’s Regional Conference has been brought forward to July 2021 from November 

2021, the date that the current REC selected.  In our rules only the REC can select that date.  

As Division 1 rep, I will be dedicated to democratic accountability, transparency, and 

upholding the party rules. I would be honoured if you nominated me to return to this role.   

Please also nominate Ranjeev Walia for Division 1 


